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What is STACK?
• A Moodle quiz question type 

tailored for maths quizzes 

• Created by Chris Sangwin at 
Edinburgh 
https://stack-assessment.org 

• Allows variable  
randomisation, LaTeX-style 
questions, marking with 
Maxima CAS. 

• Open source! 

• At Warwick, lives on MoodleX 
https://moodlex.warwick.ac.uk

https://stack-assessment.org
https://moodlex.warwick.ac.uk


Why use STACK?
Boring 😩 With STACK 😮

Multiple-choice questions Write down equations, 
expressions…

Everyone gets the same 
questions

Variables/figures can be 
randomised with every attempt

Figures are static Embed interactive figures into 
questions

Explain proofs in lecture Make students engage with 
proofs



Case study: Analysis II (20/21)

• Planning 

• Coding+Testing 

• Launch 

• Results 

• Feedback

• June 2020 

• Jan 2021 

• April 2021





Assignments: 
Quiz 0 (syntax training) 
Quiz 0.5 (revision of Analysis I) 
Quiz 1 
Quiz 2 + Sheet I 
Quiz 3 
Quiz 4+ Sheet II 
Quiz 5  
Quiz 6 
Quiz 7 + Sheet III 
Quiz 8 
Quiz 9 + Sheet IV 

Flat 5% for passing 6/9 Quizzes 
10% for Sheets. 

19/20 20/21



What I did
• My background pre-Covid: MapleTA/Möbius (expensive) 

• Attended STACK workshop in June 2020 

• Recruited a summer intern (Kate Harrison) to work with me 
over 4 weeks, coding 40+ multi-part questions 

• Infinite attempts, each building on the last, pass mark ~80% 

• We asked George Kinnear and Chris Sangwin (Edinburgh) a 
lot of questions 

• 2 conference talks and a conference proceeding published 
with Kate



Highlights from  
Analysis II quizzes (20/21)



Scaffolded proof 
+ drop downs 

Proof comprehension 



Randomised mystery words 



JSXgraph + Slider 



Syntax hints

JSXgraph zoom 



Drag and drop onto jpg 
(non STACK) 



Fill in the blanks 
(STACK)

Proof comprehension 



Proof comprehension 
(STACK) followed by…



Ordering  
(non STACK) 



Results

*no mitigation/discount taken into account.

*



Average marks VS pass marks



How many attempts?

Extreme cases of multiple attempts. 

Passed first go but did 5 more times. Took 9 attempts to pass.



Total number  
of attempts

Students attempted 
2-3 times on average



Are students relying on safety net? 
No

After all, they only need to pass 6 out of 9 quizzes.

% of students who passed N quizzes 
(Green sector not the largest)



Feedback



Problem sheet vs online quiz



Written feedback
Name one thing about the module which has had the most impact on your learning. 
 
The quizzes were really helpful learning resources. It really helped them being untimed, and the attempts being 
unlimited.


The quizzes were helpful, especially the fact that they were not timed and could be reattempted an infinite number 
of times insured that I did not feel any sort of pressure whilst doing them - allowing me to focus on understanding 
the content.


The quiz is really good at helping you check your understanding at the end of each week.


The quizzes have been a very useful interactive learning tool.


I liked the weekly quizzes that mixed content and examples.


The alternating assessment format between quizzes and written assignments is nice and helped reduce stress. 


Name one way in which the module could be improved. 

I would prefer if the quizzes did not have core content in them. This is because, if all content was covered in the 
workbooks it would be much nicer to work through/revise. I think the quizzes are better suited for practising.


The quizzes could be made more difficult - I'll admit that with quite a few of them it was easy to use exam 
technique and tricks to guess correct answers without properly thinking or taking in the content.

 
Sometimes quizzes are too guided.



Lessons learnt
• I saved a lot of lecture time by putting proofs in 

the Quiz. Students understand the proofs much 
better. 

• Students appreciated practice quizzes in my 
module. Everyone hates timed quizzes.  

• Duplicate quizzes so students can practise post-
deadline.



Next step: Geometry & Motion (21/22)

Roll the wheel (derive cycloid eq.)

Intern: Wei Xiang Tan



Interactive 3D plots (isosurfaces and grad)



Interactive 3D plots (verify divergence theorem)



How to get started with STACK?
• Log on to https://moodlex.warwick.ac.uk and send 

me an email. I’ll register you on my “sandbox” page 
where you can play with STACK. 

• Easy to follow guides on YouTube  
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkdewa3GAHr-OCA0QVjd3Ew 

• Recruit a student or two as summer interns to help 
coding (IATL or WIHEA can fund co-creation projects) 

• Coding and testing can take months - start early!

https://moodlex.warwick.ac.uk
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkdewa3GAHr-OCA0QVjd3Ew


Conclusions
• E-assessments have come a long way from MCQs! You can now 

turn proofs, figures, visualisations into interactive e-assessments. 

• STACK and other Moodle-type questions can be used in 
conjunction to increase engagement in your module. 

• Feedback: students find quizzes as useful as doing traditional 
example sheets. 

• Students can help create/test questions - it benefits everyone. 
Find an intern next summer! (write to me and we can co-apply) 

• Start work early. Not easy, but reward is long term.


